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vl semester B.sc. Examination, Aprir/May 2015
(2013-1 4 and Onwards) (NS)

PHYSICS - VIII
Atmospheric Physics, Electronics and Computational physics

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70
Instruction : Answer five quesflons from each part.

PART - A
Answerany f ive of the following questions. Each question carries eight marks. (5xg=40)
1. a) Explain how pressure of atmosphere on land and ocean vary.

b) What is hydrostatic balance ? Arrive at the hydrostatic equatior 
:: 

= - 9p
where the symbols have usual meaning. @+a)

2. a) What is diffuse radiation ? Explain.
b) Derive Beer's law for the absorption of solar radiation by Earth

atmosphere. (3+5)
3. a) Mention any two forces that affect atmospheric motion.

b) Explain the formation of trade winds and the erosion of river banks. (2+6)
4. a) Mention any two advantages of lC.

b) With the necessary circuit diagram arrive at an expression for the voltage
gain of an inverting amplifier with feed-back (2+6)

5. a) With a neat circuit diagram explain the action of Wien bridge oscillator. Write
the expression for its frequency of oscillation.

b) Mention any two advantages of wien bridge oscillator. (6+2)
6. a) write the logic symbol and the truth table of exclusive NoR gate.

b) With necessary truth table and circuit, explain the full adder logic circuit
used for binary addition. (2+6)

7. Write a C-Program to find the roots of a quadratic equation x2 + bx + c = O. g
B' Write the algorithm for free fall of a body with air resistance proportional to

velocity by Euler method. g

P.T.O.
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Answerany five of the foilowing questions. Each question carries four marks. (5x4=20)

9. The saturation vapour pressure al-12" c is 5'05 mb at a place with atmospheric

10 .

1 1 .

pressure of 780 mb.
a )TheVapou rp ressu reWaSmeasu red tobeO.T5mb .Wha t i s t he re l a t i ve-.' 

humiditY of this Place ?
b) when the retative humidity becomes 60o/o, what is the vapour pressure atthe
'- ' 

same temperature and pr-essure ?

Estimate the value of solar c-onstant' given ll{]!9 radius of Sqr is 7 x 108 m'

Earth orbit radius is 1 .5 x l Ot t m and the temperature of the Sun is 6000 K'

o =5.7  x  1O-8  Wm-2 K-4 '

The horizontal pressure gradient of the sea level pressure at a place is 6 Pa per km'

rf the air density is 1 .2 kg m-", cJrcurate the ilressure gradient force per unit

MASS.

Theinputandoutputvo| tagesofanampl i f ie. rare0.005Vand2Vrespect ive|y '
The gdin is reouclE i,j i 7own"n n"g"iiu"'til'd;l 's ipprieo. Determine feedback

ratio.
Represent the decimal numb-er 2451by its straight binary equivalent' Encode

iG"dft decimal number in BCD'

14. Find the positive root of x3 - x - J = 0 using bisection method'
b

15. using simpson,s 3/gth rule, compute the integral I" t{*;o*.

12.

3.

16 .

17 .

sorve the equation * = - by Runge-Kutta fourth order method with y(0) = 1
'  

d x  v + x
and interval h = 0.2 and hence obtain y(0'4)'

PART _ C

Answer any five of foilowing questions. Each question carries two marks. (5x2=10)

a)Doesthetemperatureoftropospherechange.withheight?Exp|ain.
b) During a hot day does air circulate from lanb to sea or sea to land ? Explain'

c) Does presence of water vapour in air influence air density ? Explain'

d)Whichtypeoffeedbackiscal ledregenerat ive. ]Explain '

"i 
C"n an oscillator be called an amplifier ? Justify'

f) NAND anO r.ron gates are called universallogic gates' Explain'

q) can Newton-Raphson method be used to find a minimum or maximum of a

function ? ExPlain'
h) While differentiating alunction numerically, which is better suited : Forward

Difference formura-or stirring,r &*niiJioivibeo oitrerence formula ? Justify'


